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PARIS FOR PERLOW

E.O. 12356: OADR
TAGS: PREL, PIFR, PINR, RW, UG
SUBJECT: RPF STOPS IN KAMPALA

1. CONFIDENTIAL - ENTIRE TEXT.
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2. RWANDAN PATRIOTIC FRONT REPRESENTATIVE
DR. NDAHIRO CALLED ON CHARGE ON JANUARY 12, SITTING IN FOR RPF COMMANDER PAUL KAGAME, FOR WHOM THE APPOINTMENT HAD ORIGINALLY BEEN MADE. POLOFF ATTENDED THE MEETING. NDAHIRO SAID THAT KAGAME DID NOT TRAVEL TO KAMPALA AS HAD BEEN EXPECTED, BUT REMAINED IN RWANDA DUE TO THE DELAY IN SEATING THE TRANSITIONAL GOVERNMENT. NDAHIRO BRIEFED CHARGE ON THE CURRENT POLITICAL SITUATION, ALONG THE LINES OF RECENT REPORTING FROM AMBASSADY KIGALI. HE BLAMED PRESIDENT HABYARIMANA FOR THE IMPASSE, AND URGED
WESTERN, PARTICULARLY U.S., PRESSURE ON HABYARIMANA TO PROCEED WITH ESTABLISHING A GOVERNMENT AS AGREED AT ARUSHA.

2. A SECOND "PROBLEM" NDAHIRO WISHED TO BRING TO OUR ATTENTION WAS THE RECENT ARRIVAL IN RWANDA OF RETURNING REFUGEES FROM UGANDA. A GROUP OF 250 FAMILIES, APPROXIMATELY 1000 PEOPLE (ALONG WITH 1800 HEAD OF CATTLE), HAD SPONTANEOUSLY RETURNED TO RWANDA. THE REFUGEES HAD BEEN CAMPED AT NAKIVALE IN UGANDA. THE PROBLEM, NDAHIRO SAID, IS THAT THESE PEOPLE ARE NOW IN RPF TERRITORY WITHOUT ANY SUPPORT AND THE RPF IS NOT READY TO RECEIVE THEM OR HELP THEM TO RESETTLE IN RWANDA. NDAHIRO SAID THIS GROUP CAME FROM THOSE RWANDAN REFUGEES WHO HAVE BEEN IN UGANDA FOR 30 YEARS.